INTERDEPARTMENTAL (I.D.) MAJOR REQUIREMENTS FOR POLITICAL SCIENCE

I. INTRODUCTORY COURSES

Required: PS 113 ________ and choose 1: PS 111 ______ or PS 112 ______

II. RESEARCH COURSES (should be completed by the end of the junior year)

at least one “R” course: _________

III. NONSPECIFIED COURSES (internship courses do not count)

_________ _________ _________ _________

IV. SENIOR PROJECT (two-term project, 1 of which is credited to PSC ID major) IDM 498/IDM 499 _______

Note: For IDM 498-499, students must choose a topic that incorporates elements of both disciplines and seek out appropriate guidance regarding the contributions of the second discipline to the project.

- Across sections I-IV above, students must complete 8 courses in total. 

*To earn honors in the interdepartmental major, students must meet the honors criteria specified by both departments. Note that, for Political Science, this includes the completion of a seminar with a grade of “A minus” or better (see the Academic Register for the complete set of honors requirements for Political Science)*

In addition, all I.D. majors must complete the following:

FOREIGN EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENT

--Language Sequence (3 courses; 2 if begun beyond introductory course)

_________ _________ _________ *OR*

--Term Abroad (full-length/no mini terms) ____________________